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Non-legally binding instruments are increasingly influencing the contemporary international approach towards the development of regulation of space activities. The example of space debris mitigation was — and remains — a prominent paradigm that has not only given way to a set of international non-legally binding guidelines and standards, but also reinforced the standing of ‘soft law’ as an alternative format for global norm setting. However, the successful development and proliferation of non-legally binding instruments for space debris mitigation is neither a proof, nor a guarantee, that such non-traditional approaches to norm setting can ultimately provide a necessary level of legal certainty in space law, as such an approach comes with challenges. These are also relevant for the national implementation of the Guidelines on the Long-Term Sustainability of Outer Space Activities adopted in June 2019 by the United Nations Committee on the Peaceful Uses of Outer Space. This article discusses the levels of national implementation of non-legally binding instruments and their effectiveness in reaching the purpose and objectives of such instruments. In doing so, it shall shed light on the contribution of soft law and its national implementation to the development of space law at large.

1 INTRODUCTION

Non-legally binding instruments (commonly subsumed under the term ‘soft law’) have emerged in the regulation of space activities and, over time, gradually assumed an important role in space governance. The cluster of such instruments in the orbit of space law is large and heterogeneous.¹ But can such voluntary norms of behaviour effectively contribute to the development of space law — and are they
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meant to do so? Consideration of this seemingly straightforward question gives rise to a host of new queries, most importantly: What are the parameters for measuring the effectiveness of non-legally binding norms of behaviour, and can those same parameters serve as the basis for the evaluation of the ‘success’ of soft law?

This article reflects upon the role and relevance of non-legally binding instruments in space law, looks at their effectiveness and discusses the quintessential role of national implementation as the entry gate to normative compliance. The authors suggest that such analysis is of particular relevance in relation to the recently adopted Guidelines for the Long-Term Sustainability of Outer Space Activities (‘LTS Guidelines’). Heralded as a milestone achievement, they are a conglomerate of normative imperatives of very different depth and character, non-legally binding, yet established with the intention to steer behaviour towards a desired objective, i.e. sustainability of space activities. To reach all space actors successfully, those guidelines – like other non-legally binding instruments – need national implementation and compliance, once sufficiently concretised.

2 DEVELOPING SPACE LAW WITHOUT CREATING LAW: REFLECTIONS ON THE ROLE OF NON-LEGALLY BINDING INSTRUMENTS

Today, the United Nations (‘UN’) space treaties remain the primary legal source for guiding State behaviour in undertaking, or authorising and supervising, non-governmental space activities. They form the firm fundament of space law’s architecture. At the time of their creation, the UN space treaties were predominantly intended for managing Cold War realities against the then emerging context

---

2 UN Committee on the Peaceful Uses of Outer Space, Guidelines for the Long-term Sustainability of Outer Space Activities Working paper by the Chair of the Working Group on the Long-term Sustainability of Outer Space Activities, A/AC.105/C.1/L.366; COPUOS, Draft report, Ch. II, Recommendations and decisions, para. 5; A/AC.105/L.318/Add.6.


of spaceflight; this understanding remains paramount in their evaluation and interpretation. While a number of issues presently on the agenda of the UN Committee on the Peaceful Uses of Outer Space (‘COPUOS’) were not downright neglected in the 1960s, no clear normative standards and directions for such issues were set either. Some of these contemporary problems – such as the mitigation of space debris, the sustainability of space activities or the exploration, exploitation and utilisation of space resources – were, however, not at all, or only marginally, touched upon during the norm-setting exercise of the ‘treaty era’.

Yet, this ‘incompleteness’ of the UN space treaties is no lacuna. None of them was intended to become the blueprint for a comprehensive spaceflight regulator’s handbook. The Outer Space Treaty in particular is resulting from the realization that any legally binding instrument established at the very dawn of the space age should not attempt comprehensive codification of a future that was yet to be realized. The group of principles contained therein was meant to reduce uncertainty by leaving room for further development. The fragmentary character of international space law is thus, paradoxically, rooted in precaution: premature norm setting might have amplified uncertainty.

Even though the UN space treaties were not meant to be comprehensive or exhaustive, they remained the only multilateral, legally binding instruments of this type. No further agreements of similar depth and character have been drawn up since the adoption of the last such treaty, the Moon Agreement, in 1979. Instead, non-legally binding instruments took over the role of advancing the development of space law. Those instruments have grown large in number and they are diverse in their character, content and addressees: from the five ‘Principles resolutions’ to the annual UN General Assembly resolutions.

---


7 The term ‘incompleteness’ is used here as a value-free diagnosis.

8 See e.g. Steven Freeland, _International Law and the Exploration and Use of Outer Space_, in _Risk and the Regulation of Uncertainty in International Law_, 80–81 (Monika Ambrus, Rosemary Rayfuse, & Wouter Werner eds, Oxford: Oxford University Press 2017).


10 This is not to say that no further treaty law was developed in the context of space: legal instruments like the International Space Station (ISS) Intergovernmental Agreement (signed on 29 Jan. 1998), or any international agreements pertaining to space activities at large, can be counted in the group of ‘space-related treaty law’; however, all those are not of the type and character of the UN space treaties.


12 Declaration of Legal Principles Governing the Activities of States in the Exploration and Use of Outer Space, UNGA Res A/RES/18/1962 (13 Dec. 1963); Principles Governing the Use by States of
endorsing the results of the preceding COPUOS session up to the trinity of the 'Practice resolutions', and, finally, to the so-called 'Guidelines resolutions' which will be reflected in more detail in this article.

The heterogeneous group of non-legally binding instruments established under the auspices of the UN is supplemented by non-legally binding norms developed under various forums outside the UN context. Those instruments of largely 'technical' content – behavioural guidelines and space mission standards in particular – have played a distinctive role in recent years, especially in the fields of space debris mitigation, but also in planetary protection, and nuclear power sources safety. In this respect, the activities of the Inter-Agency Space Debris Coordination Committee ('IADC'), the International Organisation for Standardization ('ISO'), and the Committee on Space Research ('COSPAR') are recognized by the space community

---


15 As such, these institutions have a role in the current 'multi-layered regulatory system' within global governance of space activities, see for a detailed discussion on the role of 'transgovernmental regulatory networks' and accountability, Anne-Marie Slaughter, Global Government Networks, Global Information Agencies, and Disaggregated Democracy, 24(4) Michigan Journal of Internal Law, 1041–75 (2003).


18 IADC is 'an international forum of governmental bodies for the coordination of activities related to the issues of man-made and natural debris in space', Foreword, IADC Space Debris Mitigation Guidelines, IADC-02-01, Revision 1, Sept. 2007 (hereinafter the 'IADC Space Debris Mitigation Guidelines'); COPUOS Space Debris Mitigation Guidelines, thus forming part of the UN non-legally binding instruments, are largely based on the first edition of the IADC Space Debris Mitigation Guidelines of 2002.

19 ISO Standard 24113 'Space systems – Space debris mitigation requirements', 2010 is a detailed technical standard relating to space debris mitigation (hereinafter the 'ISO Space Debris Mitigation Requirements').
overall. The guidelines and standards developed within these forums are designed to deal with technical, operational and mission planning aspects of space activities. The related parameters – e.g. to minimize orbital break-ups or to ensure the post-mission disposal of spacecraft – are based on objectives such as risk limitation, and sustainability of space activities. This is an important characterisation they share with recent national European space laws:\footnote{See e.g. the national space laws of Austria, Belgium, Denmark, Finland, France or Portugal, addressing issues relating to environmental protection of outer space especially with regard to implementing space debris mitigation procedures and/or environmental impact assessments of space activities, and in some instances the environment of the Earth and the atmosphere, too.} in addition to the traditional risk limitation approach of States, they consider the safety and sustainability of space activities and the protection of the outer space environment to be values in themselves.

Prior to analysing the effects of non-legally binding instruments \textit{in relation to} and \textit{through} law, the root causes for their apparent success are to be reminded.\footnote{See Soucek, Tapio 2018.} The answer is partly based on the very nature of international space law. From the COPUOS mandate formulated in 1958, through the Legal Principles Declaration of 1963, and all the way to the Outer Space Treaty, international space law was never conceived as, nor intended to be, regulating space activities in a final manner; in fact, it was never construed to \textit{regulate} them in the first place. The Outer Space Treaty was agreed based on the conviction that it would ‘further the purposes and principles of the Charter of the United Nations’.\footnote{The Outer Space Treaty, ninth preambular paragraph.} Accordingly, it was structured as a collection of twelve\footnote{Articles I–XII of the Outer Space Treaty contain ‘material’ provisions, while Articles XIII–XVII are treaty-technical articles, i.e. not establishing material but procedural content.} high-level legal principles providing a quasi-constitutional backdrop for the conduct of States in the exploration and use of outer space. Among those, the common interest of all States in the exploration and use of outer space and the partial demilitarisation of outer space have been identified as the two ‘underlying motives for the conclusion of the Outer Space Treaty’.\footnote{Stephan Hobe & Niklas Hedman, \textit{[The] Preamble}, in \textit{Cologne Commentary on Space Law} vol. I, 24 (Stephan Hobe, Bernhard Schmidt-Tedd & Kai-Uwe Schrogl eds, Cologne: C. Heymanns 2009).} With Article VI of the Outer Space Treaty providing the ‘entry gate’ to the national regulation of non-governmental space activities, the Outer Space Treaty assumes, and implies, supplementary State action to regulate space activities at two levels concomitantly: the international level and the national level.

At the international level, States gradually developed space law principles further through additional treaties.\footnote{These are in particular the four treaties following from – and substantiating – the Outer Space Treaty: The Return and Rescue Agreement, the Liability Convention, the Registration Convention and the Moon Agreement.} As multilateral space treaty making eventually came to a standstill, further action gradually shifted to non-legally binding instruments: this was
not a deliberate choice, but a consequence owed to circumstance. In this context, it is important to distinguish between non-legally binding instruments being a *supplement* versus being a *substitute*. With regard to the former, such UN General Assembly resolutions have accompanied space law making from the outset. They are process-immanent and necessary to prepare, accompany, specify, and thus supplement international legal norms established under the auspices of the UN. On the other hand, the more recent trend of non-legally binding instruments intended to further develop the *corpus iuris spatialis* inside and outside the UN suggests having another quality: it substitutes legal norm-making, at least momentarily.

However, the inclusion of a behavioural norm in a non-legally binding instrument should not be interpreted as giving rise to a legal obligation for States, as recognized in the the LTS Guidelines (‘nothing in the guidelines should constitute a revision, qualification or reinterpretation of the existing principles and norms of international law’). Nor should non-legally binding instruments be understood as interpreting the binding international normative framework, even though they may contribute to the formation of rules of customary international law in case the necessary requirements are fulfilled. Nevertheless, non-legally binding instruments can reflect existing State practice and, by doing so, encourage a certain consistency for that practice to evolve. They can fill normative gaps by establishing voluntary guidelines or recommendations in fields were treaty law does not provide sufficient guidance, or no solution at all. They can provide for means of interpretation of treaty law, albeit within clear boundaries set by the object, purpose, procedure, and limit of treaty interpretation in public international law (which usually remains a prerogative of the parties); or they can treat ‘lateral aspects’ which are of indirect relevance to the regulation of space activities.

At the national level, States implement (at varying degrees) the principles and norms they committed to when becoming a State Party to the UN space treaties. This usual process forms part of the relationship between international law and domestic law: the transposition of a State’s international obligations into national law. That process is of particular importance in space law, since the majority of treaty obligations is not self-executing. Article VI of the Outer Space Treaty

---

26 The 1963 Principles Declaration, the annual UNGA Resolutions endorsing COPUOS reports or the so-called ‘Practice Resolutions’ are to be subsumed under this category. LTS Guidelines, Preamble, paras 14 and 15. Similar text can be found in the Launching State Resolution para. 4, the Registration Practice Resolution, para. 6, and the National Space Legislation Resolution para. 4.
27 LTS Guidelines, Preamble, paras 14 and 15. Similar text can be found in the Launching State Resolution para. 4, the Registration Practice Resolution, para. 6, and the National Space Legislation Resolution para. 4.
29 Such transformation can be achieved using different techniques, depending on the legal system’s (constitutional) requirements.
30 Verdross and Simma coined the term ‘Ergänzungbedürftigkeit’ to describe the necessity of public international law being supplemented and actualised by domestic law: ‘As any legal norm can only be
serves as the prime example: by requiring States to authorise and continuously supervise non-governmental space activities, it sets a directive that must be achieved through ‘adequate means’, including, but not necessarily confined to, legislative action at national level. Simultaneously, States have to respond to requirements and take action beyond the parameters prescribed by the UN space treaties. As pointed out before, space activities pose new challenges to the regulator repeatedly: another rationale for a dynamic development of regulation, including both legal and non-legally binding instruments.

While the establishment of national space laws is not directly mandated by the UN space treaties, it follows a practical need in the wake of new non-governmental space actors, new space technologies and novel uses of outer space. At times when international norm making is – for different reasons – confined to the creation of norms of recommendatory nature, national law is a mechanism to give legal force to non-legally binding instruments. Although legal force may seem to run counter to the purpose of a ‘voluntary’ instrument, it actually does not. Regardless of an international instrument being legally binding or ‘voluntary’ in nature, the authors usually expect the instrument to guide behaviour in a certain way, for it can be presumed that this was the underlying rationale of its establishment (unless the reason of its existence is merely to have carried out a diplomatic exercise).

The above shows that space law is of an inherently evolutionary character. The danger of fragmentation and, therefore, uncertainty for norm addressees, is not primarily a question of legally binding versus non-legally binding norms; it is rather a question of effectiveness.

32 Especially with reference to European States, currently twelve out of twenty-two ESA Member States have a national space law (Norway, Sweden, Finland, Denmark, the Netherlands, Belgium, Luxembourg, France, Austria, the United Kingdom, Portugal, and Greece).
33 Even if Art. VI of the Outer Space Treaty mandates States to authorise and supervise their national non-governmental space activities, it leaves them with a margin of discretion to organise the matter; see also the National Space Law Resolution.
34 Some of the LTS Guidelines do not fall within the scope of ‘space activities’ under the national legislation, e.g. Guideline B.4.1, which addresses conjunction assessment providers not usually within the scope of application of a national space law. Also the national implementation of the UN Sustainable Development Goals mentioned in the Preamble para. 2 and Guideline A.2 will most likely be implemented in connection to a State’s other mechanisms aiming to achieve these objectives.
35 The characterisation of ‘voluntary’, however, refers to the international, i.e. State, level – while a State, once (voluntarily) having decided to be committed may make the instrument binding within its sphere of jurisdictional influence.
36 Certain attributes of the soft law instrument that may enable more consistent national implementation and ensure that compliance at international level can be better achieved may be suggested for the non-
3. ON THE QUESTION OF EFFECTIVENESS OF SOFT SPACE LAW: REDUCING UNCERTAINTY BY EFFECTIVELY STEERING BEHAVIOUR

The impact of soft law in international law-making has been discussed extensively also in relation to space activities but arguably, the consequences of soft law in national space law-making and its effects on the development of space law at large have received lesser attention. In order for a soft law instrument to yield its desired effects, further action is required. In this, non-legally binding instruments are no different from legally binding ones. Both are established to steer behaviour. The difference comes with their implementation, application and enforcement. While treaty law has a distinct advantage in terms of steering behaviour, soft law starts from the premise that States voluntarily take on what is established therein, and flow such desired behaviour down to normative addresses at the national level, that is: within their jurisdictional powers. 

There is no guidance on the process or the contents of national implementation of non-legally binding instruments, nor is there universal understanding on the meaning of the term. What complicates the situation is the fact that, unlike for binding treaty provisions, national implementation of non-legally binding instruments is voluntary by nature. This leads to a double-sided uncertainty for any possible norm addressee: not only is it uncertain how the instrument is implemented but also if it is implemented at all. States have to first form the political will for implementation; after all, the success of any such instrument ultimately depends on State action. The effectiveness of the process transposing the underlying policy goals set out in the non-legally binding instrument is of decisive importance; this is

---


38 National implementation and its consequences have been discussed e.g. in the area of environmental law, see e.g. David Victor, Kal Raustiala & Eugene B. Skolnikoff, The Implementation and Effectiveness of International Environmental Commitments: Theory and Practice (Laxenburg: The MIT Press 1998); but also e.g. the Arctic: Ida Folkestad Solveldt, Soft Law, Solid Implementation? The Influence of Precision, Monitoring and Stakeholder Involvement on Norwegian Implementation of Arctic Council Recommendations, 8 Arctic Rev. on L. & Pol. 73 (2017).

39 It has however been suggested that 'hard law is not necessarily more effective in ensuring implementation than soft law.' Ida Folkestad Solveldt, Soft Law, Solid Implementation? The Influence of Precision, Monitoring and Stakeholder Involvement on Norwegian Implementation of Arctic Council Recommendations, 8 Arctic Review on L. & Pol. 73, 94 (2017).
where ‘intent gets translated in action’.\textsuperscript{40} What is the role of national implementation in this process? Can a non-legally binding instrument, and the activities following its adoption, reduce legal uncertainty in relation to normative behaviour? Can they effectively answer what is required by the behavioural imperative?

3.1 \textbf{What does ‘effectiveness’ mean?}

For the purpose of this article, the term ‘effectiveness’ describes the degree to which a non-legally binding instrument contributes to influence, i.e. steer, the behaviour of space actors.\textsuperscript{41} This would ultimately (and ideally) translate into ‘compliance’, although compliant behaviour is problematic to assess in relation to voluntary, often not sufficiently specified norms. Also, as it is difficult to assess compliance \textit{ex ante}, the focus here lies on how States can implement a non-legally binding instrument at international and national level; the LTS Guidelines are a timely example.

Various degrees of intensity may be identified on the scale on which States can ‘implement’ soft law.\textsuperscript{42} For the purposes of this article, those include the following elements in ascending order, where (1) and (2) take place at international level and (3) and (4) at national level:

\begin{enumerate}
  \item recognition of the instrument and/or its objectives (e.g. through references, expressions of support, advocacy or advertisement);
  \item engagement (e.g. active contribution to the establishment of the instrument and to carrying its evolution forward);
  \item policy setting (e.g. the implementation of national space policies in reaction or relation to the instrument); and
  \item legislative action (i.e. the creation of, or insertion in, domestic law).
\end{enumerate}

The above scale of intensity is not necessarily linear; national implementation in the form of policy or legal action ((3)/(4)) will undoubtedly influence identification and engagement ((1)/(2)), and as such, may impact the overall effectiveness of the instrument.


\textsuperscript{41} This includes States, international intergovernmental organizations and non-governmental actors.

\textsuperscript{42} In this article, ‘national implementation’ is understood to mean not only legislative action (or above) but to entail the entirety of activities that States and intergovernmental entities take based on a non-legally binding instrument. Taking any such activities requires informed decisions to further the objectives of the instrument in question.
3.2 THE ‘EXTERNAL ELEMENT’ OF NATIONAL IMPLEMENTATION

Any national implementation process is not to be viewed or undertaken in splendid isolation. Acts of domestic implementation, application and even enforcement may have repercussions at the international level and towards other State actors. They can contribute to, or have undesired effects on, the overall consistency in understanding, applying and developing a non-legally binding instrument.

Taking the example of the LTS Guidelines, (1) recognition may become manifest through statements made at COPUOS or other international multilateral forums; such statements may underline a State’s support to enhancing the sustainability and safety of space activities. This is the ‘lightest form’ of national implementation, far from what one would usually consider as ‘implementation’ in the common legal sense.\(^{43}\) With regard to the second element, (2) engagement, the more involved a State becomes in furthering the objectives of the instrument, the more it will engage in taking concrete actions. This could encompass ‘leading by example’, for example by actively taking part in the COPUOS working group on sustainability; in doing so, a State may share best practices with a view of influencing the further development of norms of responsible behaviour and encouraging other actors to take action, too. The difference between recognition and engagement here lies in the degree of intensity of the activities, and possibly, the purpose for which those are undertaken. Arguably, only at the engagement level will resources need to be invested in the resulting action. The ‘cost’\(^{44}\) of putting the instrument in action may influence a State’s decision about the level of intensity it should go for – or even whether it should take action at all.

3.3 IMPLEMENTING SOFT LAW AT NATIONAL LEVEL: LEGAL AND PRACTICAL QUESTIONS

National implementation in the format of national instruments (policies and laws; see (3)/(4) above) is the mechanism to make a non-legally binding instrument applicable to a wider group than its original addressees: this means, most importantly, the rapidly growing group of non-governmental space actors. The consequence of national implementation following adoption of a non-legally binding instrument is recognized as a usual mechanism in ‘soft space law’.\(^{45}\) However, as

\(^{43}\) Formal statements by States may contribute to the formation of a customary rule, though arguably the contents and specificity of the statements matter in such analysis.

\(^{44}\) Cost is understood here to mean both monetary and political cost.

\(^{45}\) This is evident from the National Space Legislation Resolution, the COPUOS Space Debris Mitigation Guidelines, as well as the establishment of the ‘LTS implementation working group’ for ‘sharing experiences, practices and lessons learned from the voluntary national implementation’ (A/AC.105/L.318/Add.6, para. 9 (b)).
much as national implementation is presupposed, there is usually no specification on the type of mechanism, the appropriate level of detail, method or instrument to be taken by the norm addressers. This does not come as a surprise, since a State may freely decide to opt-in or opt-out to certain provisions, elaborate them further or merely take the bare minimum content as a basis for national implementation and application – if it does so at all.46

National implementation of non-legally binding instruments is thus a multi-faceted process with no set definition on form or content. It may entail legislative action (4) above and could even lead to legal enforcement – seemingly a contradictory effect for norms originally conceived as non-legally binding and voluntary. The characterisation of ‘voluntary’, however, refers to the international, i.e. State, level – while a State, once (voluntarily) having decided to be committed, may make the instrument binding within its sphere of jurisdictional influence.

As a ‘lighter form’ of implementation compared to the creation of law, the national implementation process may also take the form of policy-setting (3 above), i.e. making the goals of the soft law instrument part of the State’s national policy. Even though non-governmental space actors may adopt such principles on a voluntary basis, their effective implementation ultimately depends on the exercise of State power; the LTS Guidelines are no exception. On the other hand, even the legislative action to implement non-legally binding instruments is a process that should not be reduced to merely a regulatory exercise.47 The formulation of parameters of compliance necessitates wider approaches beyond the legal discipline in order to achieve the instrument’s underlying goals at large. In practice, policy setting (3 above) and legislative action (4 above) often form two sides of one coherent process.

At the level of legislative action (4 above), the process of national implementation triggers the development of domestic law, often complemented by technical standards; the requisite parameters may be incorporated in laws or standards by using the technique of normative referral.48 In this way, the non-legally binding

46 See e.g. in relation to the COPUOS Space Debris Mitigation Guidelines: ‘It is also recognized that exceptions to the implementation of individual guidelines or elements thereof may be justified, for example, by the provisions of the United Nations treaties and principles on outer space.’ 3. Application, http://www.unoosa.org/documents/pdf/spacelaw/sd/COPUOS-GuidelinesE.pdf (accessed 2 July 2019).
47 The process of national implementation can be seen as forming part of the ‘ex ante evaluation’ defined as: ‘Future oriented research into the expected effects and side-effects of potential new legislation following a structured and formalised procedure, leading to a written report. Such research includes a study of the possible effects and side-effects of alternatives, including the alternative of not regulating at all.’ Jonathan Verschuuren & Rob van Gestel, in The Impact of Legislation: A Critical Analysis of Ex Ante Evaluation, 5 (J. Verschuuren ed., Leiden: BRILL 2009).
48 See more specifically on the legal issues relating to referencing non-legally binding instruments in national space laws, Soucek, Tapio, 2018; On 31 Dec. 2018 the COPUOS space debris compendium
instrument (i.e. the root norm or reference norm) becomes indirectly applicable. National authorities will rely on both the root norm and the referral norm to apply, and possibly enforce, requirements contained in a national space law, taking its substantive content from the external, non-legally binding instrument. This technique, which can be observed in several recent national space laws,\(^ {49}\) presents an opportunity: as the development of national standards requires resources not necessarily readily available in a given country, the development of substantive rules and appropriate mechanisms at multilateral level could increase the probability of consistent concretisation of soft law.

The effects of a non-legally binding instrument applied through national space law may have broader legal consequences. The instrument, although originally not meant to embody legal obligations, may be considered as setting standards of behaviour for non-governmental actors and could, as such, be taken into consideration by a national court.\(^ {50}\) For this reason, a national space law referring to international non-legally binding instruments (‘having regard to’) will have an elevated requirement of continuous review and monitoring to ensure that the evolving ‘soft’ baseline is correctly reflected in the national instrument, and in its application. Such continuous review is certainly relevant in relation to any international commitments and their evolving interpretation; however, the very appeal of a non-legally binding instrument as a flexible tool makes this a more difficult task, requiring resources that may lie beyond usual means and practices at national level.\(^ {51}\)

In the absence of specific international guidance, it is therefore left to the national legislator – provided that a State opts for the legislative route – to concretise the parameters and requirements of a soft law instrument and to decide if and how to eventually elevate the non-legally binding content to the level of law.

---

\(^ {49}\) See e.g. European national space laws; Austria: § 5 of the Austrian Outer Space Act Federal Law on the Authorization of Space Activities and the Establishment of a National Registry (Outer Space Act), BGBl. I No. 132/2011 ‘The operator has to make provision for the mitigation of space debris in accordance with the state of the art and in due consideration of the internationally recognised guidelines for the mitigation of space debris. Especially measures limiting debris released during normal operations have to be taken’; Finland: s. 10 of the Act on Space Activities (63/2018) ‘In accordance with generally accepted international guidelines, the operator shall seek to ensure that the space activities do not generate space debris. In particular, the operator shall restrict the generation of space debris during the normal operations of the space object, reduce the risks of in-orbit break-ups and in-orbit collisions and, after the space object has completed its mission, seek to move it into a less used orbit or into the atmosphere’; Portugal: Decree-Law no. 16/2019 of 22 Jan., s. II, Article7.1(c) ‘The license is granted if the Space Authority is satisfied that: … The space operation ensures the minimization of space debris as much as possible, in accordance with international principles and commitments.’

\(^ {50}\) That is if a court was prompted with a case concerning State’s right to recourse under operator’s fault liability for damage.

\(^ {51}\) Soucek, Tapio, 2018.
Such decision will have to be made according to domestic requirements, considering the frame and limits set by constitutional and administrative law. The risk of this route, however, is that it can lead to diverging ‘rules of the road’ for inherently global space activities. In the absence of binding guidance and uniform understanding, it becomes indispensable for States to coordinate internationally and share information about their acts of national implementation. The importance of sharing experiences on the national implementation process of the LTS Guidelines was recognized by COPUOS early on as a decisive element in breathing life into the guidelines, and evidencing their importance for space activities. Both the domestic practice and the external dimension of national implementation are therefore mileposts on the road to custom.

Currently, such sharing of best practices is being carried out at the level of COPUOS through statements under the various relating agenda items, by submitting additional information in writing, or adding information in ‘compendia’ on adoption of national policies or legislation. What might be an ‘upgrade’ in the process for the LTS Guidelines is to agree on an enhanced format for information sharing in order to draw meaningful conclusions on commonalities as well as diverging practices at national level.

The measures taken by COPUOS with regard to the LTS Guidelines have led to such an ‘upgrade’ practically from the outset – the inception of an ‘implementation

---


53 UN GA, *Report of the COPUOS Sixty-first session*, A/73/20, para. 203: ‘The Committee encouraged States and international intergovernmental organizations to consider implementing guidelines for the long-term sustainability of outer space activities on a voluntary basis, and to share their experiences with implementation under the Subcommittee’s agenda item on the long-term sustainability of outer space activities.’

54 See currently e.g. COPUOS, Scientific and Technical Subcommittee agenda item 7 – Space debris; COPUOS Legal Subcommittee agenda item 10 – General Exchange of Information and Views on Legal Mechanisms Relating to Space Debris Mitigation and Remediation Measures, Taking into Account the Work of the Scientific and Technical Subcommittee; COPUOS Main Committee agenda item 8 – Space and sustainable development.

55 See e.g. UN OOSA, *Note by the Secretariat*, A/AC.105/C.1/115/Add.1 (23 Nov. 2018), *Research on space debris, safety of space objects with nuclear power sources on board and problems relating to their collision with space debris (agenda item 7, Scientific and Technical Subcommittee)*; Member States are invited to provide reports on research on space debris; the safety of space objects with nuclear power sources on board; problems relating to the collision of such space objects with space debris; information on practices that had proved effective in minimizing the creation of space debris; and ways in which debris mitigation guidelines are being implemented (A/AC.105/1202, para. 143).

working group.” This differs from previous practice, for example in relation to the space debris mitigation guidelines. The setting up of a working group to oversee the development of the LTS Guidelines is important on its own for the purposes of development of space law. It will be equally important to agree on a set of requirements for the information submitted to it, in order to be able to efficiently monitor the effectiveness of (national) implementation.

4. FROM SPACE DEBRIS MITIGATION TO THE LONG-TERM SUSTAINABILITY OF SPACE ACTIVITIES: DIFFERENT LEVELS OF EFFECTIVENESS

As described before, the ‘era of guidelines’ generated substantial soft law instruments both under the auspices of the UN and outside, including the space debris mitigation guidelines and standards (‘SDM Guidelines’)\(^58\) and the LTS Guidelines.\(^59\)

From the perspective of effectiveness, the SDM Guidelines can be cautiously qualified as a success. First, although there are several of them created under different contexts and in different forums, they show a certain degree of material coherence (even though they are not identical).\(^60\) Second, they propose concrete, technical measures to a concrete, technical problem recognized by virtually all space-faring actors as an issue requiring immediate action. In parallel, they are perceived and accepted by States as enabling more effective regulation in this regard: they are seen as a beneficial tool. Third, they are, over large parts, specific enough to be implemented ‘as is’ and thus do not require widespread interpretation. Fourth, and most significantly, many States have already implemented them at domestic level through legislative acts, thereby elevating such guidelines from mere voluntary recommendations to the level of law, often by means of unspecific normative reference (a technique that may be problematic, however).\(^61\)

Owed to the momentum created by the SDM Guidelines, efforts both at the international and national level have led to the development of clear and verifiable requirements as well as technical means to better monitor on-orbit space activities.\(^62\) Methods of verifying an operator’s compliance with the guidelines

---

\(^57\) The mandate and scope of activities of the working group, COPUOS, Draft report, A/AC.105/L.318/Add.6, Ch. II, Recommendations and decisions, especially para 9.

\(^58\) The IADC Space Debris Mitigation Guidelines, the ISO Space Debris Mitigation Requirements, and the COPUOS Space Debris Mitigation Guidelines are together hereinafter referred to as the ‘SDM Guidelines’.

\(^59\) The notion of ‘long-term sustainability’ seems tautological, as ‘sustainability’ must necessarily be long-term.

\(^60\) Soucek, Tapio 2018.

\(^61\) Ibid.

\(^62\) One recent approach is an international, transdisciplinary effort to develop a Space Sustainability Rating (SSR), a technical metric monitoring compliance of an individual satellite’s performance against the space mitigation requirements.
during a given space mission are discussed by ways of international cooperation and information sharing, too. Those effects underline the potential of non-legally binding guidelines; but they are, at the same time, a reminder that any of them needs to be channelled through the right normative or practical mechanism to really yield the desired results.

In direct comparison with the SDM Guidelines, the LTS Guidelines are of a different character. While they are also material in the sense that they contain norms of behaviour and substantively novel in the sense that they introduce new substantive content, they are internationally negotiated in the sense that they are the result of a consensus-making process; they are political in the sense that they go beyond mere technical recommendations or a summary of State practice; and they are heterogeneous in the sense that they institute a wide-ranging catalogue of norms of very different character, depth, detail and specificity. In other words, the LTS Guidelines intend to steer different behaviours, at different levels. Several of the guidelines do not even address space activities per se but ‘lateral’ activities that may have to do, in one way or another, with space activities in the more narrow sense employed in the UN space treaties (and which are thus directly addressed by the corpus iuris spatialis). The following three examples illustrate this ‘normative heterogeneity’:

1. Guideline A.1 Adopt, revise and amend, as necessary, national regulatory frameworks for outer space activities: a guideline that steers States towards taking regulatory, including legislative action, while they ‘should bear in mind their obligations under Article VI of the Outer Space Treaty’.

2. Guideline B.4 Perform conjunction assessment during all orbital phases of controlled flight: a guideline that steers States and international intergovernmental organizations inter alia to ‘encourage’ spacecraft operators ‘through national mechanisms and/or international cooperation’ to perform conjunction assessments for all spacecraft capable of adjusting trajectories during orbital phases of controlled flight;

63 Such diagnosis is confirmed by the introductory remarks to the LTS Guidelines: ‘The objective of ensuring and enhancing the long-term sustainability of outer space activities, as understood at the international level and as set out in the guidelines, entails the need to identify the general context of, and modalities for, continuous improvements in the way that States and international intergovernmental organizations, while developing, planning and executing their space activities, remain committed to the use of outer space for peaceful purposes, so as to ensure that the outer space environment is preserved for current and future generations.’ (A/AC.105/2018/CRP.20; para. 6, p. 2).

64 Emphasis added by the authors is to underline the different core content of the three examples.

Emphasis added by the authors is to underline the different core content of the three examples.

65 It has been suggested that ‘responsibility’ is a precondition to ‘sustainability’; for discussion on the meaning of ‘responsibility’, see Wolfgang Rathgeber, The General Concepts of Fairness and responsibility in The Fair and Responsible Use of Space, An International Perspective, 6 (Wolfgang Rathgeber, Kai-Uwe Schrogl & Ray A. Williamson eds, Wien: Springer 2010).
(3) Guideline C.4 Raise awareness of space activities: a guideline that steers, in fairly broad terms, States and international intergovernmental organizations to raise ‘general public awareness of the important societal benefits of space activities’.

It is evident from the above excerpts that the LTS Guidelines cannot be implemented in the same way the SDM Guidelines were taken up in several national space acts, i.e. by generic, unspecific reference. An obligation à la ‘the operator shall make provision for the long-term sustainability of outer space activities in accordance with the state of the art and in due consideration of the LTS Guidelines’ is thus unlikely to be found in future national space laws; and if so, it may prove to be problematic. In light of the political scope and thematic span of the LTS catalogue, such generic reference would not be useful from the perspective of effectiveness. It is equally evident that much of the LTS Guidelines’ content is not even suitable for implementation through national legislative action; in fact, as much as the LTS Guidelines themselves are heterogeneous, their implementation will require different types of State action, and at the appropriate level.

This relates directly to their prospect of effectiveness. The importance of nationally implementing the LTS Guidelines was underlined at the occasion of their adoption in June 2019.66 Concomitantly, COPUOS established a working group under its Scientific and Technical Subcommittee, designated inter alia to be a tool to enable dialogue within COPUOS on possible further work under this umbrella67 and to be a mechanism for ‘sharing experiences, practices and lessons learned from the voluntary national implementation’.68 In doing so, COPUOS affirmed that there is no single recipe on how to implement non-legally binding instruments and equally no conclusion which (legislative or other) method would

---


67 Reference to the remaining seven guidelines, not adopted as part of the compendium is included within the further work ‘Identifying and studying challenges and considering possible new guidelines for the long-term sustainability of outer space activities. This can be done by taking into consideration existing documents, including, inter alia, A/AC.105/C.1/L.367 and A/AC.105/2019.CRP.16;’ such a management mechanism may be referred to as ‘system for implementation review (SIR)’, see David Victor, Kal Rauštala & Eugene B. Skolnikoff, The Implementation and Effectiveness of International Environmental Commitments: Theory and Practice, 47–56 (Laxenburg: The MIT Press 1998). The extent of the steering function of the LTS working group is yet to be materialised as the exact terms of reference and methods of work for the ‘LTS implementation working group’ are thus far to be established.

68 On the establishment of the working group, see COPUOS, Draft report, A/AC.105/L.318/Add.6, Ch. II, Recommendations and decisions, paras 4c), and 7–10, encapsulating the non-paper by the Chair of the Informal Consultations on LTS, South Africa Draft report language for consideration by delegations (as of 5:00 PM on 19 June) http://www.unoosa.org/documents/pdf/copuos/2019/V1904997.pdf (accessed 26 June 2019).
be best suited in this respect. Arguably, there is also no one interpretation on what specifically the content to be implemented eventually is, or should be. States have to rely on their own interpretation of these guidelines, not least due to the lack of common universal language, particularly in the context of the long-term sustainability of outer space activities. Some States started to report on their implementation of some of the guidelines even before the package of twenty-one guidelines and their preamble had been adopted at COPUOS.

The absence of legally defined terminology and uniform guidance for implementation is owed to both the nature of the LTS Guidelines and the process of their establishment: they are the product of long-lasting multilateral negotiations and of political compromise. Both factors might render the language of a normative instrument unspecific; this, in turn, requires appropriate interpretation, information sharing, consultation and cooperation. In the absence thereof, the risk of normative fragmentation and legal uncertainty due to diverging interpretation and implementation may increase, ultimately outweighing the benefits of non-legally binding instruments such as the LTS Guidelines.

5. CONCLUSION

As has been shown above, non-legally binding instruments have doubtlessly been a quantitative success in space law development: they are numerous and of importance especially in the absence of new treaty law. However, are they also successful – are they effective? The continuing trend of developing space law through non-legally binding norms of responsible behaviour can be described as an alternative method to keep up with the evolving nature of space activities in absence of new treaty law. The key question, however, is whether this approach satisfies the requirements of legal certainty, providing for adequate normative tools affording the required regulatory protection for the continued use and exploration of outer space. Can the implementation of non-legally binding norms at national level,
including their transformation into legal obligations, ever adequately manage the expectations of space actors, or do the risks of doing so ultimately outweigh the benefits?

The question of whether legal norms are preferable over non-legally binding norms in the development of space law is thereby a wrong angle of approach. Soft space law is a fact by now: the ‘era of guidelines’ has long begun. Consequently, it may not be enough to call for top-down legal norm-making in order to enhance behavioural consistency and to mitigate regulatory fragmentation. Instead, the focus of legal debate and scrutiny should be put on two crucial aspects of non-legally binding instruments: (1) their effectiveness and (2) their relation with law. Not the very existence of soft law threatens to negatively affect legal certainty; it is rather the ignorance, or misperception, of its role, essence and effect.

In this vein, the key question to be asked is: How can non-legally binding instruments ultimately be effective in successfully steering behaviour? This is, obviously, a question of implementation. While it took ten years\(^\text{72}\) to negotiate and eventually adopt the LTS Guidelines – a success acclaimed with standing ovations at COPUOS – putting those guidelines to the test of effectiveness will require a multifaceted, long-term process including political acknowledgement, governmental engagement, international cooperation, legislative action and eventually legal enforcement. This process must not increase uncertainty for space actors, but it will have to manage expectations in a clear, predictable and reliable way. It will evidently blur the line between legally binding and non-legally binding norms: a compellingly logic consequence of developing space law ‘through the backdoor’.